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This book is a practical guide to successful haircoloring. It teaches how exactly to analyze the hair, how to
determine the proper haircolor for your customer, how exactly to correct haircolor errors and much more.
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Get it done at the Salon! I don't understand this book at all, I've tried. Maybe that's why I will not take the
chance of doing my very own hair color.! It is written in very clear understandable language. The . loves to
change my hair color very good book writes at length the story on the subject of natural color shades and
how bleaching takes the colour down to red and blonde all according to the time you keep it in.. It is written
in clear understandable vocabulary.! color correction were exactly what I was looking for to do my very own
professional color at home. thanks..! was happy with the results. With my fundamental knowledge re
coloring which book, I got a better idea what I was acutally carrying out to the hair. Five Stars good for
cosmetology student or just home cutting use. Five Stars We learnt about tipes of hair, tests hair and
products. Five Stars Book is great.!! I did so many experiments on myself, and as an at home colorist;!! The
instructions for blending color & I've surely got to give the hair color professionals a lot of credit, scanning
this book just made me understand I need to go to college to make sure I really do this right.!! Great reserve
a bit out dated, but awesome publication to have! Awesome! I've learned a whole lot that I didn't understand
great reserve to have! Five Stars Brill just wot We needed I really like this book It taught me a lot on the
subject of coloring and where it originally was deprived from color is amazing and I really enjoy it.
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